CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
“EXTREME DIALOGUE QUÉBEC” PROJECT

INTERVIEWS for youth workers and education professionals

The Centre for the Prevention of Radicalization Leading to Violence (CPRLV) is organizing virtual one-on-one interviews as part of the “Extreme Dialogue Québec” project, a series of testimonial videos and educational resources designed to

▶ Strengthen the resilience and critical thinking of young people faced with violent extremism.
▶ Equip youth workers with the tools they need to address sensitive issues in an educational context.

WHO MAY PARTICIPATE?

▶ Educational professionals and support workers.
▶ Community youth workers.

YOUR PARTICIPATION IS CRUCIAL FOR:

▶ Adapting the project to real-life situations faced by Québec’s education community.
▶ Developing the best possible educational tools designed to raise awareness about and prevent violent extremism among young people in Québec.
▶ Helping the CPRLV to better understand what it is like for youth workers to deal with sensitive issues in an educational context.
▶ Designing relevant educational tools to equip youth workers for difficult conversations.
HOW TO PARTICIPATE

For any other question:
Email Mélinda Lacroix, CPRLV Skills Development Advisor and “Extreme Dialogue Québec” Project Manager, at mlacroix@cprmv.org.

ABOUT THE CPRLV

The Centre for the Prevention of Radicalization Leading to Violence (CPRLV) has been supported by the City of Montréal and the Québec Ministry of Public Security (MSPQ) since 2015. CPRLV uses education, mobilization and community support to prevent radicalization, violent extremism and hate-motivated acts in Québec.